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Abstract
We investigate the effects of different silence modelling
strategies in Weighted Finite-State Transducers for Automatic
Speech Recognition. We show that the choice of silence mod-
els, and the way they are included in the transducer, can have
a significant effect on the size of the resulting transducer; we
present a means to prevent particularly large silence overheads.
Our conclusions include that context-free silence modelling fits
well with transducer based grammars, whereas modelling si-
lence as a monophone and a context has larger overheads.
Index Terms: speech recognition, weighted finite-state trans-
ducer, silence model
1. Introduction
A recent trend in Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) re-
search has been to use decoders with precompiled grammars.
Such grammars are generated using the Weighted Finite-State
Transducer (WFST) methodology of Mohri et al. [1]. The ad-
vantage over traditional decoders is that various optimisations
such as language model lookahead, prefixing and suffixing are
subsumed into generic WFST operations such as composition
and determinisation. This in turn can vastly reduce the com-
plexity required in the decoder itself. The composition process
typically deals with four transducers: A grammar, G, a lexicon,
L, a context dependency graph, C and a Hidden Markov Model
(HMM), H . The four transducers are composed into a single
transducer in an operation that is normally written H◦C◦L◦G.
The decoder then (typically) only has to maximise the likeli-
hood of a path through the combined transducer given acoustic
observation likelihoods.
Juicer [2] is a WFST decoder developed at IDIAP. It is de-
signed to handle both HMMs typically produced by HTK [3],
and HMM/MLP hybrids where the observations are posterior
probabilities. Juicer uses a type of WFST denoted C ◦ L ◦ G;
that is, the HMM graph is handled in the decoder, and the WFST
transduces from words to models (rather than to states or PDFs,
as would a H ◦ C ◦ L ◦G transducer). This type of transducer
is described by Mohri et al. [4], where the authors state that
the final transducer should have around 2.1 times the number of
arcs as G for a bigram grammar; 2.5 times for a trigram.
This paper is motivated by our work on using Juicer in
the AMI (Augmented Multi-party Interaction) system [5]. The
AMI language model is typically a 50,000 word trigram, pruned
to fit speed and memory constraints. In building even heav-
ily pruned language model WFSTs, however, we were finding
that the process was using several gigabytes of core memory
and producing WFSTs significantly larger than predicted in [4].
Although some of the difficulties could be alleviated by care-
ful tuning of the composition process, one significant problem
turned out to be to do with silence modelling. Our investigation
followed an initial observation that removal of the silence mod-
els resulted in almost a 50% reduction in the size of the final
transducer.
In this paper, we discuss silence modelling in general and
in the context of WFSTs. We show how different silence mod-
elling strategies affect the size of the resulting WFSTs, and dis-
cuss implications for the decoder, and for the ASR system in
general.
2. Silence modelling
2.1. General practice
Silence models are necessary in ASR to accommodate periods
of silence at the beginning and end of utterances, and between
words. Typically, any sound not included in the phone set of the
decoder is included in the definition of silence; it might better
be termed non-speech or noise. There may also be an element
of garbage modelling in a silence model. The key, however,
is the way the model is used. Silence is (trivially) placed at
the beginning and end of the grammar, and can be included in
G. Silence is also placed between words; the most convenient
way to enable this is to duplicate lexicon entries such that each
pronunciation has one unmodified phonetic spelling, and one
either beginning or ending in silence.
The HTK system, as described by Young et al. [3], advo-
cates the use of two silence models:
1. A silence model, sil, with the same structure as the
other phonetic models, and contextually a monophone.
i.e., silence acts as a context, but is context independent.
2. A short pause model, sp, that is essentially tied to the
silence model, but is context free, and has a ‘skip’ tran-
sition that optionally omits any emitting states.
The silence model is used at the beginning and end of an utter-
ance, or when prescribed in the grammar by a specific token.
The short pause model is used in the lexicon at the end of every
word to allow optional silence states that do not break context.
The use of the short pause model at the end of each word
was revised by Hain et al. [6] to advocate the use of both short
pause and silence at the word ends. This gives the option of
either breaking context or not between words at decode time,
and leads to a small improvement in recognition accuracy. In
fact, Hain et al. distinguish the case where neither silence nor
short pause are used, although this is included in the short pause
skip structure.
2.2. Silence in WFSTs
Silence in WFSTs is discussed briefly by Allauzen et al. [7].
In that paper, silence is represented as a loop that can be placed
at the end of each word in the lexicon. Further, it is stressed
that the loop must be weighted to allow weight pushing in the
composition process. The silence class transducer, figure 4 in
[7], bears a close similarity to the short pause phone of the HTK
system. Both allow zero or more instances of a silence state
after each word, where the transition probabilities are learned
from data.
It follows that including silence in the grammar is often not
feasible as the grammar does not generally contain probabil-
ity information for silence. However, including a short pause
model after each word in the lexicon implements both the HTK
short pause model as described, and has the same effect as the
AT&T silence transducer. A silence model can be trivially in-
cluded after each word in the lexicon in the same manner as the
short pause model.
2.3. Juicer
For the common case of a three emitting state model, an HTK
HMM actually has five states with the first and last being non-
emitting. The short pause model is normally implemented with
a ‘skip’ transition from the first state to the last, allowing it to be
skipped completely. Juicer was designed to be compatible with
HTK style HMMs. However, for simplicity in the decoder, skip
transitions were not considered. Rather, a skip transition could
easily be included in the WFST at the lexicon level.
The AMI system uses the double silence method of Hain
et al. [6]. This was implemented in Juicer as shown in figure
1. The example is for just the word ‘NO’ in the lexicon WFST
L. Notice that the other symbols are standard in the WFST
literature: The <eps> symbol refers to an epsilon transition
and #1 is an auxiliary symbol to distinguish otherwise identical
pronunciations.
0
1n:NO/5.955
4n:NO/0.693
7
n:NO/0.698
2ow:<eps>/0
5ow:<eps>/0
8ow:<eps>/0
3sp:<eps>/0
9/0
#0:<eps>/0
6sil:<eps>/0 #0:<eps>/0
#0:<eps>/0
Figure 1: Three pronunciation options accommodating silence
for a single word in the lexicon.
3. Context dependency
3.1. Background
The context dependency transducer, C, maps context inde-
pendent phones (triphones in our case) to context dependent
phones. Although it is not normally associated with silence
modelling, it is pertinent here because the short pause and si-
lence phones are handled by different parts of C.
3.2. Construction of context transducer
Context dependency is discussed by Riley et al. [8]. Note that
the transducer in figure 4 of that paper is synchronous, i.e., the
input phone corresponds to the centre phone of the output tri-
phone. It also requires determinisation.
By contrast, the algorithm used for generation of C in
Juicer does not require determinisation. Conceptually, it is iden-
tical to the way that a trigram back-off language model would
be represented, and is illustrated in figure 2. The central vertex
labeled ‘sil’ (silence phone) represents a ‘context independent’
state. The label is only to aid understanding; it means that that
vertex encodes that contextual state. All transitions leaving this
state output the context independent label ‘sil’ and lead to states
sil
<eps>:sil
sil:sil
sil-x
sil:x
sil:<eps>
sil-y
sil:y
sil-x+sil:sil
x-xsil-x+x:x
x-y
sil-x+y:y
sil-y+sil:sil
y-x
sil-y+x:x
y-y
sil-y+y:y
x-x+x:x
x-x+y:y
y-y+x:x
y-y+y:y
Figure 2: Skeleton of a context dependency WFST. Note that
many transitions from the outer states are not drawn.
on a first concentric circle. All transitions leaving the first con-
centric circle either ‘back-off’ to the context independent state,
or lead to context dependent states on another (outer) concen-
tric circle. In general, sequences of context dependent phones
are matched by moving around the outer concentric circle only.
This figure is a compromise between readability and complete-
ness; many of these outer circle transitions are not shown.
3.3. Short pause in context dependency
The context dependent input labels are delayed by one phone
w.r.t. their corresponding output labels. This is of no concern
normally as WFST composition tends to push labels out of syn-
chronisation.
However, the synchronisation issue causes a slight diffi-
culty in the insertion of the short pause phone into C. The solu-
tion is to insert an extra parallel path for each triphone that also
delays the short pause. This is illustrated in figure 3.
x-y+z:z
<eps>:sp
x-y+z:z
sp:<eps>
x-y+z:z
x-y+z:sp sp:z
Figure 3: Above: Insertion of sp into context dependent transi-
tion in C. Below: slightly more compact form.
The insertion of short pause clearly increases the size and
complexity of C, but this complexity is not necessarily passed
on to the final WFST. Notice that short pause and silence follow
different paths in C, so their effects in the size of C ◦L ◦G are
additive.
Table 1: WFST sizes for various silence model configurations in the 20,000 word WSJ bigram task. The grammar transducer, G, has
1,473,622 arcs.
L L ◦G C ◦ L ◦G Silence
×10
3 arcs ×103 arcs ×103 arcs overhead
No silence model 146 2,434 2,565 0.0%
Short pause + skip in WFST 313 2,693 3,437 34.0%
Silence + skip in WFST 313 2,693 3,869 50.8%
Short pause + silence + skip in WFST 479 2,904 4,762 85.6%
Short pause only 167 2,466 2,801 9.2%
Short pause + silence 333 2,677 4,105 60.0%
Short pause at start 167 2,454 2,815 9.7%
Short pause + silence at start 333 2,754 3,810 48.5%
4. Quantitative evaluation
4.1. Transducer size
We had already observed that removing the silence models com-
pletely from the WFST resulted in a significant size reduction.
In order to quantify this further, experiments were done to test
the effects of various silence model strategies. The tests were
done on the well known Wall Street Journal (WSJ) 20,000 word
task, identical to that used by Moore et al. [2]. The lan-
guage model, G, was the bigram supplied with the task; it had
1,473,622 transitions. The WFST construction was done using
the AT&T toolkit [9], although we have verified that the MIT
toolkit [10] gives similar results. The acoustic model for which
the context dependency transducer was built had 25,869 distinct
models.
During composition of C ◦ L ◦ G, auxiliary symbols
were removed after minimisation of L ◦ G, producing a non-
determinisable C ◦L ◦G. It is also possible to leave in the aux-
iliary symbols, allowing C ◦ L ◦G to be minimised. However,
we find that the latter method produces larger final transducers.
The size tests comprised all reasonable combinations of si-
lence, short pause and skip transitions. In addition, we evalu-
ated the effect of placing the silence models at the beginning of
the word in L, as shown in figure 4. As back-off contexts fan-
0
1sp:NO/0.693
4
sil:NO/0.693
2n:<eps>/0
5n:<eps>/0
3ow:<eps>/0
7/0
#0:<eps>/0
6ow:<eps>/0
#0:<eps>/0
Figure 4: Lexicon fragment for the word ‘NO’ with silence ele-
ments at the start of the word.
out to all words in the vocabulary, whereas word contexts only
fan out to observed n-grams, we hypothesised that such silence
placement could lead to more sharing of arcs.
Table 1 shows the effect of the silence model strategy on
the WFST size. In particular, the first line shows the size with
no silence at all in L. The silence overhead is then a percentage
measure in excess of this baseline for each C ◦ L ◦ G WFST.
The results show some variation around the sizes predicted in
Mohri et al. [4].
The most striking result, the one that prompted the investi-
gation, is that our original configuration of silence, short pause
and the skip transition in the WFST causes a disproportion-
ately large silence overhead. Conversely, the inclusion of only a
short pause introduces a rather minor silence overhead, dispro-
portionately smaller than one might expect from the increased
complexity in the context dependency WFST.
The final two lines in the table show the effect of placing
the silence arcs at the beginning instead of the end of each word
in the lexicon. As was hypothesised, this produces a significant
saving when the silence monophone is used, with a reduction in
silence overhead of about 10%.
4.2. Decoder modification
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Figure 5: Beam pruning profile for three silence strategies.
There are large differences in the sizes of WFSTs that in-
clude and do not include the skip transition. This raises the
question of whether the inclusion of the skip as a special case in
the decoder is worthwhile. It turns out that such a skip is not as
onerous as might be imagined.
A WFST used for ASR generally contains epsilon arcs—
transitions in the grammar without associated labels. When
consulting the WFST for successive arcs, a decoder must tra-
verse any arcs with input epsilons—arcs that have no associ-
ated model. It follows that the skip in an HMM can be handled
within the decoder by treating it as an input epsilon arc.
In order to evaluate whether the combination of smaller
WFST and marginally more complex decoder had any perfor-
mance impact, Juicer was modified to handle skip transitions as
epsilon arcs as described above. We were then able to run exper-
iments on the three WFST configurations for which our acoustic
model was trained—those with both a silence and short pause
associated with each word. The acoustic model was a rather
standard Gaussian mixture HMM trained on 39 dimensional
HTK PLP features. The WSJ training data had been aligned
using the same double silence model strategy. The 503 utter-
ance speaker independent test set was used for evaluation. The
Table 2: WFST sizes for various silence model configurations in the 50,000 word AMI trigram task. The grammar transducer, G, had
4,975,958 arcs.
L L ◦G C ◦ L ◦G Silence
×10
3 arcs ×103 arcs ×103 arcs overhead
No silence model 381 6,732 7,411 0.0%
Short pause + skip in WFST 814 7,941 11,598 56.5%
Silence + skip in WFST 814 7,941 12,215 64.8%
Short pause + silence + skip in WFST 1,246 8,688 16,607 124.1%
Short pause only 432 7,151 8,642 16.6%
Short pause + silence 864 7,898 13,469 81.7%
Short pause at start 432 6,970 8,495 14.6%
Short pause + silence at start 864 7,862 11,929 61.0%
results are illustrated in figure 5. The first plot is the baseline
with the skip transition in the WFST. The second plot shows the
effect of moving the skip into the decoder; there is a small but
consistent speed improvement. The third plot is like the second
except that the silence and short pause models are at the start of
each word in L. Again, there is a marginal speed improvement
in doing this. All plots asymptote to the same minimum error
rate.
4.3. Discussion
Table 2 shows the same silence overheads as above, but for the
AMI trigram language model. This model is significantly larger
than the WSJ bigram, with close to 5,000,000 arcs. The lexicon
is increased to 50,000 words, and C is compiled with 21,250
distinct context dependent models (slightly smaller than that for
WSJ). The overheads for the trigram, whilst following the gen-
eral trend of the bigram model, are larger. In particular, the
largest of these, our original configuration, required more than
4 GB of memory to compose.
The large size associated with skip transitions in the WFST
is probably associated with epsilon removal. When an epsilon
arc is removed, the fan-out from the end of the epsilon arc
can be duplicated at the beginning of the arc. The same effect
causes the networks to increase in size when auxiliary symbols
on back-off arcs are removed.
With hindsight, we hypothesise that the use of an explicit
skip arc in the lexicon with an auxilliary symbol to prevent
its removal might reduce the overhead associated with the skip
arcs. The composition process would keep such arcs with the
short pause or silence arcs leading to an overhead similar to that
of short pause or silence. We have not attempted to verify this
as it was not necessary for our twin silence strategy. However,
such an approach may be necessary if only context-independent
silence models were used.
5. Conclusions
We have shown that the silence model strategy can have a sig-
nificant effect on the size of C ◦ L ◦G level WFSTs. A silence
skip transition encoded in the WFST can lead to a particularly
large WFST. Conversely, silence encoded only as a context free
short pause can have a particularly small overhead. The size of
the WFST can be significantly reduced by treating the skip as a
special case in the decoder.
The potential reduction in silence overhead is significant in
both WFST construction and ASR. In the former, it can make a
difference between requiring 32 bit instead of 64 bit computer
architecture. In the latter, it can allow a grammar with perhaps
50% more complexity for a given memory footprint.
The memory reductions also lead to small improvements in
decoding speed.
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